Development of an immune system.
Minimally, an immune response is an induced cellular and/or humoral defense mechanism specific for the challenging agent. The system is a cognitive one inasmuch as a second stimulus with the same antigen can specifically induce either an enhanced response (memory) or diminished response (tolerance). The cells responsible for the initial antigen-specific recognition in higher vertebrates are clonally restricted T and B lymphocytes. Accessory cells are necessary for the processing and presentation of antigen, and physiologic mediators (cytokines) are essential for proliferation, interaction, and regulation of the system. Although it now appears that the recombination mechanisms essential for the anticipatory immune response occurred late in the deuterostome stream leading to vertebrates, molecules required for cell adhesion and regulation are widely spread in phylogeny. Their emergence must have preceded the divergence between ancestral protostomes and deuterostomes. Genetic mechanisms underlying the generation of diversity in the light and heavy chains of antibodies of mammals may be quite distinct in primitive vertebrates, particularly elasmobranchs, the ancestors of which diverged from those of mammals more than 400 million years ago. Despite this, clonal selection of antigen receptors of lymphocytes is most probably universal within the vertebrates. There is no need to force induced recognition in protostomes (e.g. insects) or lower deuterostomes (e.g. echinoderms) into mammalian models of immunity.